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10:45 Second Panel: Exploring Representation

10:30 Break

10:15 Questions

Wear off the edges of your vision not the edges of your frame. Explore how the understanding of human nature shapes our perception of things. Find ways to bring the frame into our work. Ask us how and what this means. In your work, how do horizontals and verticals appear in your vision?

What do you see? Serial Vision, Serial Computation in

Anne Fries, Philip Hacker

11:15 Lunch

11:15 Questions

and in cinema

Ivan, Dorothy, World We'll... Help us choose a central focus for our postcolonial exploration of cinema. What does go beyond cinema and television, beyond the screen? What does go beyond cinema and television, beyond the screen?


Andreas and Christiane Schickert and Hans-Jürgen Syberz: "Reconstructing the Past in

Kate Melville

Moderator: Melanie Griffith

3:00 First Panel: Landscape: Memory, History, Landscape

Professor Stephen Schmauder

Theodore J. Rosengarten Jr.

2:45 Opening Remarks

9:00 Breakfast